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product *. This meant that the problems arising from the
expansion of a local market into a national and international
market must be solved by private enterprise ; and so the
gildsman came to be superseded by the capitalist entre-
preneur as the dominating figure in the new economic
order.
Position         Although the transformation of the master craftsman,
of the       who combined trading and handicraft functions,  into a
artisan	°	'
under the wage-earner involved a loss of economic status, we must
n0"^ ^-^ that his standard of life was thereby degraded.
The position of the manual worker under the domestic
system was often superior to that of the small producer who
enjoyed a nominal independence and eked out a miserable
pittance by the sweated labour of himself and his family.
The ' garret masters' in the metal trades, for example, were
worse off than the employees of the large producers, since
they were at the mercy of the middlemen who sold them the
raw material on credit and bought the finished product at
their own price 2. An ironmaster, writing in 1677, pointed
out that a manufacturer with command of capital " buys all
his materials at the best hand, and is able to keep his goods
for the best market; but the poor man is forced many
times to buy his materials he makes his commodity with of
some of his own trade, and is thereby forced to buy dear and
sell cheap " 3. Thus in the textile and metal trades the
scales were definitely weighted in favour of the ' great
dealers ' long before the introduction of machinery.
The capitalist system is commonly associated with two
things: large-scale production and industrial friction.
There are abundant indications of both in former centuries.
The careers of John Winchcombe, William Stumpe, Peter
Blundell and Humphrey Chetham, among others, demon-
1	There were some exceptions.    The Frame-work Knitters' Company
formed a joint stock in 1720 (infra, p. 107) ;  the Sheffield Cutlers' Com-
pany carried on a steel works, 1759-1772 (Lloyd, The Cutlery Trades, 74) ;
and the London Feltmakers* Company for a short period (c. 1611-1614)
supplied Its members with materials  (Unwin, Industrial Organization,
157-163 ; Appendix 240).
2	Timmins, Birmingham and the Midland Hardware District,  480;
Lloyd, The Cutlery Trades, 195-196.
8 Yarranton, England's Improvement (1677), 151, 169, 178.

